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 “When I say ‘REAL HIP,’ you say ‘HOP’!” 
 

 Real hip-hop is what Gorganus is all about. Gor-
ganus spits intelligent rhymes as the mic glows red 
with every carefully crafted lyric. The Caribbean 
native brings a certain realness, for lack of a better 

word, that is drawn on his face as he aggressively speaks truths 
that are absent in the modern rap scene.  
 

 “With each song I write, I paint you a picture of real hurt, 
real struggle and real success with never giving up,” he ex-
plains, which is clear when you watch him take the stage and 
blast audiences with an intense array of driving beats. He is 

getting tons of plays at soundcloud.com/omar-gorga 
nus-robinson/tracks and shows no signs of stopping. 
You can find him at Joe’s Underground’s monthly hip-hop 
open mics and follow him on Instagram and Facebook  
@gorganus so you don’t miss some big announcements he 
has promised will be coming out soon. 

T
he time has come for another five-issue 
segment on the great F&B destinations 
our fair city has to offer. This time around, 

I am searching for the ultimate sandwich in a 
segment we like to call “WICH 
TRIALS.” This will fea-ture four head-
to-head match ups of the most 
gut-busting, satisfy-ing and tasty 
sandwiches in town fol-
lowed a fatal four-way 
royal rumble between the 
four winners to decide 
the Creases’ Favorite. 
 I am reach-ing out to 
our audi-ence to help 
me pick the eight that 
will compete in the four 
preliminary matchups. 
You can submit your 
suggestions to creas-
esaugusta.weebly.com, facebook.com/groups/
creasescommunity or our thread on reddit.
com/r/augusta. 
 I really want to know what you think and we 
at Creases are salivating with anticipation as 
we prepare to go Wich Hunting! Let the WICH 
TRIALS begin!
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For peace of mind, rewind:

THE CREEPS A review by Chuck D. 

After a very long absence from re-
views and articles for our beloved 
Creases, I was approached by our 

very own post-post modern nondenomi-
national Christ-figure Adams Mitchell. It 
is by his decree that my punishment be 
slow... AND FUN! A different VHS gem 
every month, a review for each one, how 
bad could it be? This month’s film, THE 
CREEPS, comes to us from FULL MOON 
VIDEO which, if you don’t already know, 
was basically Asylum films for the ‘90s. 
 
 The story revolves around a mad scien-
tist (why can’t it ever be a SAD scientist?) 
who has stolen original manuscripts for 
the novels Dracula, Frankenstein, The 
Mummy and the Wolfman. I don’t think 
those last two had books... But yeah so 
the scientist inserts the manuscripts into 

the evil plot progression chamber and out 
pops the four infamous monsters as little 
people. That is the joke, all of the jokes. 
I don’t mean standing on each other’s 
shoulders to make Dracula look big, or 
really any other physical gag, every actor 
(sucks-a-lot) plays this straight-faced 
and barely attempts to even emulate a 
tongue-in-cheek attitude that you would 
expect from a release like this. The ef-
fects and production value had the feel 
of something you would see on ‘90s 
Skinemax, but then again - FULL MOON 
VIDEO. 
 
 On a final note, I’d like to say that if 
you are looking for a goofy tongue-in-
cheek horror comedy to mellow out to, 
you won’t find many laughs with this PC 
nightmare. 3/10

A Contemplation
Maria Arenivar

A contemplation
Of a ruination
We build civilizations
On the backs of children

The subjugation
Of one more nation
To make an example
Of your mistakes

The castration
The feminine mutilation
Desiring any sensation
To remind us this time we aren’t dead

Following limitations
On how to base relations
Societies contamination
Comes in the form of 2 men in love

Rather than a simulation
I suck from the marrow of appreciation
For the resignation
Of my fear to fall

As religious misinterpretations
Confound the congregations
Of Neanderthal beliefs
We are the compilation
The disease and the patient
And we will kill you in your sleep


